so long as the magnitude ck x and u^ are related by the simple dispersion relation c*(k A ) = (uj*.
(H.4-11)
The two solutions to this quadratic equation for k A correspond to forward (or ourward) travelling waves and backward (or inward) travelling waves. The second-order wave equation allows both such solutions.
Whereas the expansion of the electric field represents an analysis of a solution to Maxwell's equations, the polarization field expansion must incorporate properties of the molecules. When we deal with propagation involving single-photon transitions the pol arization field may be regarded as a given field, although it must, in fact, be deter mined from a model of molecular behavior consistent with the presence of the electric field. However, when we deal with Raman transitions the polarization field is explicitly directly proportional to combinations of electric fields. (It is also implicitly dependent upon the fields via molecular excitation). Under these circumstances the polarization field depends both upon molecular properties and upon the fields. Consequently the two situations require slightly different treatments. The simplest case occurs when ^(X) may be considered independent of t?(A), for then the electric field may be obtained as the Fourier integral E( + )(r,t) = 2T -expfiki-r -iu.t) K>**W> (ck , l; X ck A U> < n -4 -12 '
We can recognize the occurrence of forward and backward travelling waves in this expression, originating from the evaluation of the Fourier integral at the two poles, ck A -= + ti>j,. When we consider only forward travelling waves we neglect one of these poles. Such an approximation is equivalent to replacing the second-order differential equation by a first-order equation.
Pulse Mode Expansions
The Fourier expansion places all of the space and time variation into an exponential phase, the function ( x « k A .r -w A t that is given a priori. The description of propaga tion then becomes a set of linear algebraic equations for the Fourier coefficients <?(A). When one deals with short pulses it often proves useful to incorporate part of the field variation into an envelope function ^(r,t) , by writing an expansion of the form E(*)(r,t) = ^EWj(r,t) = \ ^T < § X (I,T) e(A) expOf,) (D.4-13a) X X P«(r,t) = ^PH,(r,t) -J ^^>(r,r)e(A)exp(»f A ). (D.4-13b) This expansion represents the total electric field (at point r and time t) as a superposi tion of a set of pulse fields (or pulse modes) indexed by the symbol X . The factors in BW5 29 Sep 87 pulse-5 this expansion have the following significance. As with the Fourier expansion, the unit vectors e(A) express the polarization properties of the field. The dominant dependence upon position r and time t is presumed to be contained in the carrier-wave phase ( x s f*(r,t) . The propagation vector k A and (instantaneous) frequency w x are defined as space and time derivatives of the phase f A ,
The pulse amplitudes <S X (T,T) and ^x (t,r) , possibly complex, contain the remainder of the time and space dependence. We have introduced a local time T as an argument of these envelopes, anticipating that it will prove convenient to introduce some such change of variables. For the moment we need only assume that there exists a functional relationship between r and the variables r,t.
When describing atomic excitation at fixed position it sometimes proves useful to write the expansion in the form of a temporal Fourier integral.
*tt

EW[f,t) -i )
dw <?A ( r . u ) eWexpH'ot) (H.4-15a)
The Fourier coefficient <S A (r,«) that appears here varies with spatial location. Because it describes a pulse, it is centered in frequency within some bandwidth Au A about some mean frequency u x . By writing an expansion in discrete pulse modes we assume that the Fourier transform of the electric field at any position can be unambiguously separ ated into a succession of frequency distributions whose sepaiateion is much larger than the bandwidth. When this assumption fails, so that the individual pulses become con fused in the frequency domain, it is not so useful to introduce pulse mode expansions.
The Magnetic Field and the Poyntiug Vector
We shall assume, as is customary, that the exponential phase f A incorporates the most rapidly changing dependence of the fields upon space and time. Under this assumption the positive frequency part of the magnetic field B(r,t) is approximated by the expansion BW(r,t) = VBW^M) 1 L, » x <?x(r,r) £k x i e(A)l exp« x ).
(H.4-16)
I(r,t) = £ I A (t,t) -
A X
Pulse Phase
There are two general ways to define the pulse phase £ A . The simplest approach is to require that k x and w x be independent of time and position, so that all second deri vative" of the phase £ A vanish: With either of these choices of phase the envelope function <S\(r,r) refers to a par ticular carrier frequency u> A , propagation direction k A and polarization direction e(A). It is assumed to vary slowly over a time comparable to a carrier period (and hence over a spatial distance of a carrier wavelength). This is the slowly varying envelope approxi mation (SVEA).
It is important to keep in mind that, although the expansion of the electric field into pulse modes can be done with arbitrary definition of phase and amplitude, the polariza tion field is determined by microscopic properties. We must somehow fit those proper ties (the atomic dipole moment) to the form assumed for the polarization field. This is easier to do with the definition of Eqn. (11.4-21), and so we shall follow that procedure.
The Nondispersive Field-Envelope Equations
The 
rn.4-24)
The vector field PM^that appears as a source term is the entire transverse polarization field. That is, we have not separated the polarization field into linear and nonlinear portions (as is done when one defines an index of refraction).
We now require that Eqn, (n.4-24) hold for each pulse mode separately. That is, we equate separately the coefficients of each exponential and each unit vector. We thereby require that the amplitude functions to be such that each separate mode X satisfies the wave equation, For the Fourier expansion this equality is automatic. In the pulse-mode expansion it is a condition that we impose upon the mode amplitude functions. It is not an approxima tion; it is a constraint on the class of solutions we seek.
The derivatives needed in the wave equation involve two functions: the exponenti ated phase ( x , and the envelope functions <S X (T,T) and ^(r.r). We have explicitly The first line of this equation involves (possibly) time and space variations of the phase fx but no derivatives of the envelope function <S X . The second line involves first and z wond order derivatives of the envelope function, with respect to space and time. To proceed we must specify more details of the mode expansion and the properties of the phase £ A . We wish to do this in such a way that the fust line of this equation will vanish, and that we retain only first derivatives in the second line.
Expulsions with Constant Frequency
Consider the case where k A and u A are independent of position and time, so that all second derivatives of the phase f A vanish. We now define the relationship between k A and ii> A to be
(H. (This is the definition of k A for the present; below we shall introduce an alternative definition in which the phase velocity is frequency dependent.) With this definition each envelope equation becomes
These equations have not yet introduced any approximations concerning the waves. In particular, they need not all propagate along a common axis. However, if the equations are to be of practical use it is desirable that the rapid variation of the field be conta ined within the phase £ A so that the envelope functions will be slowly varying. We are here assuming that this condition will occur for the choice ck A •= on. Although this is a conventional assumption, it requires verification in each instance, and need not be true in general. 
.) -^-^ 2n
We are interested in pulses whose envelopes vary slowly in space and time , compared with the variation extracted with the carrier phase k A .r -w x t. For such pulses we make the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) by neglecting second derivatives of the electric field envelope and neglecting the second derivative of the polarization-field envelope. We thereby obtain the SVAE approximation for mode A,
01.4-33)
Although we have omitted the second derivative of the polarization envelope we have retained the first derivative. This procedure allows us to develop approximations for the real and imaginary parts of the equation. Furthermore, when we consider two-photon excitation, such as occurs with Raman processes, the polarization field is proportional to the electric field, and we must retain the first time derivative of ^ for consistancey. Further simplification is possible if we assume that, at least locally, the pulses are plane waves, so that we can reglect the transverse derivatives. This approximation is satisfactory if the following conditions hold; first, the initial wavefront must be nearly flat, with its normal directed along the z axis; second, the aroperties of the medium must not vary appreciable with the transverse coo.dinate (i.e. there must be no discontinues in the material); third, the laser fields must have no transverse changes over distances comprable to a wavelength.
With the SVEA the result (with ck x envelope equations <i) A ) is the set of one dimensional plane-wave
In descriptions of traditional single-photon excitation processes (as contrasted with Raman or higher-order processes) one neglects the time derivative of &y to obtain the equation
This is the traditional basic equation of propagation for pulses, in the plane-wave slowly-varying-envelope approximation, when the index of refraction is unity. It shows that each pulse envelope S x has an individual source term, the polarization mode envel ope ^v
Although it might appear that each envelope propagates independently of any other pulse, this need not be so. The equations for i* A (which must be derived from the Schrodinger equation of atomic excitation or an equivalent equation) couple excitation of one polarization mode to electric fields in other modes.
It is tempting to generalize this result to a dispersive medium by introducing an index of refraction. To see when this is justified we need to examine in more detail the origin of the index of refraction. This we shall do below.
Moving Reference Frame
In the approximation, made above, of unit index of refraction, each separate pulse envelope involves a common phase velocity -the velocity of light c. It is customary (cf. Lamb or Icsevgi and Lamb) to introduce a coordinate system that moves with this speed. To accomplish this we replace the two variables (z,t) by the pair of variables There is one such equation for each pulse mode, i.e. for each carrier frequency and polarization. The total electric field is
E(r,t) = Sbe V e(>) S x jz.t--I exp(ils v r -iui^t). (D.4-41)
The remainder of this chapter will discuss only plane-wave approximations. To simplify notation we shall use z in place of Z as the position variable. The variable T is what was earlier denoted by r.
The preceding result is basically the conventional short-pulse propagation equation (cf. Lamb) extended to multiple pulses, i.e. multiple carrier frequencies and polarization directions. Conventional treatments introduce an index of refraction, and as a conse quence, deal with phase velocity that is not equal to the vacuum light speed c.
The pulse envelope equations represent half of a set of radiation-matter equations. They describe the propagation of electric fields, given the polarization field. The other half of the equations describe the time variation of the polarization, given the electric field.
Phase and Intensity Equations
The envelope S y may be complex valued, and so changes may occur both in magni tude and in phase. Upon separating real and imaginary parts, and introducing the mode intensity l x by the definition (we are taking ck A « w A in the present discussion)
we obtain the two equations
The first of these equations is recognizible as the equation of radiative transfer, but with a dynamical time-dependent absorption coefficient '
The second of these equations expresses possible shifts in carrier frequency. In particu lar, it accounts for the phase change that is usually incorporated into an index of ref raction. In each case the significant quantity is the ratio of instantaneous polarization field to instantaneous electric field.
To complete our description of pulse propagation we require some prescription for the polarization field. It is this field that expresses the atomic properties, and the res ponse of the atoms to radiation. A similar expression applies to the nonlinear portion of the^polarizatson field. Our in terest will be with fields in which the Fourier coefficients <? A (K,w) cluster about wavevectors k x and frequencies u> A . That is, we assume that the radiation comprises well sep arated carrier waves such that the separation between any two carrier frequencies is much larger than the bandwidth around either carrier. By this hypothesis the integrals over dK and Aui can therefore be separated into distinct disjoint segments, each of which is identifiable as a particular mode A.
The Susceptibility
We nov/ assume that the Fourier components Un i* are linearly related to the Fourier components S. In general this will be a tensor relationship. For simplicity, let us assume a scalar relationship
We assume implicitly with this relationship that any spatial changes in the susceptibility occur only over large distances, so that locally the material may be considered homo geneous.!*] We assume that the susceptibility jrfw) defined by this equation is known, as a function of frequency u). This means that we assume some model (such as the Lorentz model) of linear response of molecules to fields. In general x(u>) will be a com plex-valued function of frequency. The complex-valued frequency-dependent index of refraction n(ui) is defined, for the scalar susceptibility being considered, as iKu) = •/] + 4*x(w).
(n.5-9)
Using the frequency dependent susceptibility we write the linear portion of the polari zation field as the double Fourier integral "i W J ^ J dw ex P(' 1Cz -' wt ) I 1 + 4 **< w >] "®»0t^) (n.s-12)
["] footnote Were we to consider changes in the medium over distances comparable to a wavelength we would need to express the relationship between linear polarization and electric field as a convolution. We would also need to consider backward travelling waves generated by the discontinuity.
The differentiation, taken with the definition of rfoj), produces the equation
We can see that if we require that K = K(w) and u be related by the dispersion relation .5-14) then the wave equation will be satisfied, for any distribution of Fourier coefficients •NJjCK.u;), SO long as there is no non-linear polarization. The two solutions to this qua dratic equation correspond to forward travelling waves and backward travelling waves. The electric field in this source-free case (no nonlinear polarization) may be written as a single Fourier integral
The Fourier coefficient °£ x (ui) is independent of space and time and may be deter mined from the time dependence of the pulse at z «= 0: This equation has solutions °<S x (u) that are independent of z (these are the forwardtravelling waves). We conclude that when we neglect the derivative 3K/5z we have the construction
°E( + )(z,t) -\ y^e(X) dw exp[i0(z,<j) -iuit] °S x {ui). (n.5-33)
When we include the effect of the derivative dK/dz but assume that the transform function varies Slowly with z, so that d/dz is negligible compared with K(z,u>), we have the equation
This equation has solutions v1C(u>) °£ x (z,ui) = o<S x (Q,ia)
. 
£3.6 Source-Free Envelope Equations
The This section continues the discussion of source-free propagation, i.e. propagation in the absence of nonlinear polarization. We continue to denote the envelope function for that special cas as °<S X .
We have already discussed the choice of K(o>). For source-free propagation (through a medium with negligible gradiants of refractive index) we choose cK(u) = ui^u) and obtain a Fourier amplitude that is independent of distance. We have then the connection between the time-varying envelope function °c? A (z,t) and the Fourier amplitude °£ x <v) the formula
Although K.(u) has been determined, to produce the most slowly varying transform function, the relationship between u A and k A remains to be defined. We nave assumed that the pulses have well defined carrier frequencies, so that the amplitude °c? A (<t>) is appreciable only within a band of frequencies of width A« A around w -u> x . Therefore the spatial phase will be least when we choose k A within the range of values K(w A -Atu A ) to K.(u A +A(i> A ). The center of this distribution is the value K A E K(W A ), and this value would appear to be one possible choice. We shall show below the signi ficance of this choice for k v
The Envelope Equation
Using these envelope functions we have the mode expansions Note that third and higher-order time derivatives originate entirely with the frequency variation of the susceptibility. A portion of the first and secoud derivative terms also expresses this frequency variation.
EW(z,t) »i][]«W expGTc
Phase and Group Velocity
The appearance of this equation can be simplified 'jy introducing a few definitions. Let us define the function K(<ii) by the relationship 
Choosing the Wavevector
We have yet to specify the connection between the wavevector k A and the frequency w v We wish to choose this so that the envelope function °G k {z,\) has the least variation with z. Suppose that we have made such a choice, and that the envelope does vary only slowly. Let us also assume that the higher time derivatives are negligible. With these assumptions we may approximate the equation for the envelope function by the firstorder equation
25)
The simplest choice for k x is the value K A e K(w A ), because this provides the equation We recognize that our choice of cK(w) •= ui^u) and the selection of forward waves gives a transform equation whose solution is independent of position.
Retarded Times
In a source-free homogeneous medium the transform function can be used to pro duce the envelope function by means of the formula where A is a measure of the frequency spread, away from u -w A , present in the Four ier amplitude. As distances become sufficiently long, or contributing bandwidths A become sufficiently large, this approximation fails (even in the absence of nonlineqr polarization), and then one must use the more accurate formula (U.6-33) to construct the envelope function from die Fourier transform.
As long as we deal only with the Fourier transform we need not be concerned with the choice of a retarded time T v or with the choice of a velocity v with which the retarded reference frame moves. This choice is only needed when we wish to economize our description of time variations at a fixed point, by selecting a time window that in cludes the dominant portions of the field. When we deal with fixed reference time t, rather than with retarded time, there is no need for a group velocity.
When the medium is very dispersive, or when nonlinear polarization terms signifi cantly affect the propagation, pulse shapes become very distorted. One may find that a pulse breaks into separate solitons, each moving with a different group velocity. The result is a waveform (or succession of pulses) that fill a large time interval. The precise choice of a velocity v for the center of this window is less important than the width of the window.
£11.7 The Nonlinear Polarization
When nonlinear polarization is present we can use a double Fourier transform, in space and time, to provide the following formal expression for the electric field:
Here °E is a solution to the homogeneous wave equation, in the absense of nqn P. This expression is only formal because the dependence of the nonlinear polarization field upon the electric field has been left implicit. Nevertheless it shows the presence of for ward and backward scattering waves, obtained by evaluating the integral at the two poles. By omitting one of these poles (or by dealing with a first-order equation) we eliminate the backward-wave contribution to the field.
Including Nonlinear Polarization
Now let us consider the effect of the nonlinear polarization. We cannot use the source-free construction (D.5-15) as it stands for this field, because that construction produces a solution in the absence of nonlinear polarization. We can modify that con struction in several ways, including I.) Alter the dispersion relation on K(a>) 0.) Remove the requirement that die Fourier envelope function be independent of position.
To permit these approaches we introduce the construction What is relevant to such an approximation is the distance scale 1/K(w). We ask, is the variation slow over this dis tance ? If K(u) changes appreciably with w over the frequency interval that contributes to the pulse (e.g. there is a resonance) then different frequencies will have different scale lengths. This is not the case we are interested in. If there are such resonance effects they should be placed into the nonlinear polarization, not the linear polarization. §11.8 Spatially First Order Equations We usually assume that backward travelling waves may be neglected. The lack of backward waves (traceable to the absence of spatial gradients in material properties on a distance scale comparable to a wavelength) allows us to drop the second derivative d z /dz*. One may also argue for the neglect of this derivative on the basis that spatial changes in the envelope function occur over a distance that is much larger than J/k A . We therefore wish an equation that is first order in z.
We also assume that the time scale for temporal change in the envelope is long com pared with various derivatives of the susceptibility. The relevant scale for the nth deri vative is dnJCVdw". We may note that, as a result of dropping the derivative dVSz 1 , our pulse equation is equivalent to the Fourier transform equation
Upon replacing the infinite sum by K(w) 1 we obtain the transform equation (n.8-14) When there is no source term on the right-Jiand side we can omit the first bracketed factor because d/dz alone alone, acting on °<? A (w). When nonlinear polarization is pre sent x.'e neglect the spatial derivative in the first bracketed factor (as is appropriate for forward travelling waves) and obtain the approximate equation 
